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“____________ is not in the mere possession of money; it lies in the joy of achievement, in the thrill of __________ effort.”

- Franklin D. Roosevelt

What can we leverage to raise achievement?

____________ _________ _________ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

- Partnering Altogether to Raise Achievement -
**[real-tee]**
- the state or quality of being real.
- a real thing or fact.

“We are more often __________ than hurt; and we suffer more from imagination than from reality”.

*Lucius Annaeus Seneca*

---

**Activity #1**

Circle Reality or “Reality” for your choice.

- Picture 1: Reality or “Reality”
- Picture 2: Reality or “Reality”
- Picture 3: Reality or “Reality”
- Picture 4: Reality or “Reality”
- Picture 5: Reality or “Reality”
- Picture 6: Reality or “Reality”

---
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[em-puh-thee] - the ability to understand and share the feelings of another.

“It’s the ability to step into the shoes of another person, aiming to ________ their feelings and perspectives, and to use that understanding to guide our ________”.

Roman Krznaric, Ph.D

How Long is Your Attention Span?

I can pay attention for 9 seconds

People can now only focus for?

6 seconds  7 seconds  8 seconds
Lifelong-Learning [lahyf-lawng-lur-ning]
- Knowledge acquired by systematic study in any field or scholarly application.

“Wisdom is not a product of [_______], but of the lifelong attempt to acquire it.”
Albert Einstein

Activity #3

Write down 1 thing your most difficult student is good at/likes? Write down 1 thing your most difficult parent loves about their child?

👍
_______________________________ (Student)

👍
_______________________________ (Parent)

*A book I read in 2018 was: __________________*
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[ak-tiv]
- Engaged in action; characterized by energetic work, participation, etc.

“Observation is a passive science; experimentation an active science”
Claude Bernard

✓ When there is an energy imbalance, often it is because we are not as active as we should be.

60 min 30 min

Student Activity ________________ Per Day

Adults Activity ________________ Per Day
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ [tahy-ming]
- the selecting of the best time or speed for doing something in order to achieve the desired maximum result.

“You don’t have to swing hard to hit a homerun. If you’ve got the timing, it’ll go”.
Yogi Berra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urgent</th>
<th>Not Urgent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Not Important</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Timing Strategies**

1. 

2. 

3.
[in-floo-uhns] - the capacity or power of persons or things to be a compelling force on or produce effects on the actions, behavior, opinions, etc.; of others

“Be selective about your external influences. Your multi-dimensional brain is influenced by everything you see, hear, read, smell, touch, feel or say”.
Brian Tracy

Authenticity

TRUST
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Organization [awr-guh-nuh-zey-shuhn] - to form as or into a whole consisting of interdependence or coordinated parts, especially for united action.

“Teams that consistently perform at the highest levels are able to come together and be unified across the organization - staff, players, coaches, management, and ownership. When everyone is on the same page, trust develops, and teams can grow and succeed together”.
Jerry Reinsdorf

COMMUNICATION

✓ Communication is critical, not only to the success of the students in the classroom, but also to the collaborative relationship.
✓ Both teacher and paraprofessional can improve on their communications with each other, set and follow expectations, and discuss issues frequently.
✓ Communicating effectively is vital to keeping lessons on track and quickly resolve miscommunications or misunderstandings.
Networking [net-wur-king]
- __________ system of sharing information and services among individuals and groups having a common interest.

“Giving connects two people, the giver and the receiver, and this connection gives birth to a new sense of ______.”
Deepak Chopra

Activity #5

When the announcer asks if you like or associate with the following: - stand up.

How many times did you stand up? ____________
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__ __ __ __ __ __ [suh-pohrt] - to bear or hold up; (a load, mass, structure, etc.); serve as a foundation.

“Our prime purpose in this life is to help others. And if you can't help them, at least don't hurt them”.

Dalai Lama

Paraprofessional’s Role
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Support must be implemented with
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Harmony [hahr-muh-nee]
- a consistent, orderly, or pleasing arrangement of parts; congruity.

“Always aim at complete harmony of thought and word and deed. Always aim at purifying your thoughts and everything will be well”.
Mahatma Ghandi

Choose which you will be display more each day.

- - Partnering Altogether to Raise Achievement - -
Investment [in-vest-muh nt]
- to use, give, or devote (time, talent, etc.),
as for a purpose or achieve something.

“No other investment yields as great a return as the investment in education. An educated workforce is the foundation of every community and the future of every economy”.

Brady Henry

Activity #6
List the things that are taking your time & energy.

- Partnering Altogether to Raise Achievement
Practice Pyramid of Relationship Building

Content Knowledge

Common Vision/Culture

Coming Together is a beginning
Keeping together is progress
Working together is success
- Henry Ford
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